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of the face. That a faulty physical basis can have no other
sequence than a faulty mental and moral constitution is acknow-
ledge d and acted upon by every one, so far as idiots and imbeciles
are concerned, but that mental and moral obliquity is invariably
the outcome of an ill-conformed or ill-developed brain is a doc-
trine novel and startling, though logical enough froi the stand-
point of modern physical fatalism. Endeavours have recently
been made to put this theory on firm grounds by showing that
in a large number of criminals the type of brain differs from that
in the law-abiding members of the community.

Anatomists and physiologists have of late paid much attention
to the conformation of the brain surface, and the convolutions
and fissures are now studied vith care and minuteness. In a
typical European brain, the cerebellum is completely covered by
the cerebrum, and the general arrangement of the gyri and sulci
is such that there is rarely any difficulty in mapping them out
and assigning their proper names to each. Thus on the external
surface of each hemisphere we recognize two fissures which are
constant and invariable in position-the fissures of Sylvius and
of Rolando, (central sulcus.) Other fissures constantly present,
but less definite in their arrangement, are : :he inter-parietal,
which passes through the parietal lobe, the parieto-occipital;
separating the parietal and occipital lobes, best seen from the
median surface, the superior (lst), inferior .2nd), and ascend-
ing (3rd) frontal sulci aud the lst and 2ndý temporal.

One th median surface, the c.alloso-marinal, the varietal-
occipital, the calcarine and collateral are well marked and
distinctive.

The convolutions or gyri separated by these fissures are re-
markably uniform, and, though often intersected by subsidiary
sulci, can usually be determined without difficulty. Of these,
the only ones which need be now mentioned are the three frontal,
lst, 2nd and 3rd, the general direction of which is parallel to
the longitudinal fissure and the two central gyri which bound the
fissure of Rolando on either side.

In thei typical brain the main fissures are unonnected with
each other; thus the fissure of Rolando is isolated and does not
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